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Questions



Winter Spring Summer Fall



#1) What is the most important thing you 
can do to maintain your lawn

1)Water it

2)Mow it 

3)Fertilize it

4)Weed it

5)Replace the lawn with a rock 
garden
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1/3 rule



#2) How high should I set the mower to 
cut?

1)Lowest setting

2)Middle setting

3)Highest setting
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1) More water
2) More weeds
3) Turns brown



Do I need to water my yard?

Depends!



Yes, it needs water



#3) How much water does my yard 
need?

1) 1 inch per week

2) 1 inch twice a week

3) 1 inch every other day

4) When water forms puddles  



Water 1 inch/week



Water 1 inch/week



#4) Will it help to fertilize my 
lawn?

1)No, the grass will do just fine 
without it

2)Yes, makes it look better than 
my neighbors

3)Yes, controls weeds

4)No, not cost effective
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#3) Do I need to fertilize my yard?

No



What is N-P-K

Nitrogen 

Phosphorus

(K) Potassium
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#5) What kind of fertilizer do I 
need? N-P-K

1)12-12-12

2)12-4-6

3)6-4-12
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Does ?

12-12-12

=

6-6-6



What is the difference between 
chemical and organic fertilizer?



When is the best time to fertilize your 
lawn (4) ?



#6) Why should leave grass clippings 
and not you rake your lawn?

1)Don’t want to argue with my teenager 
to get it raked.

2)The cut grass will act as a mulch and 
keep the moisture in the ground.

3)The cut grass will fertilize the lawn.

4)No, I need to rake my lawn so that it 
looks better than my neighbors.
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40%<40%



#7) What is the best (3) way to control 
weeds?

1)Water the lawn

2)Mow the lawn

3)Fertilize the lawn

4)Spray Weed killer

5)Don’t care, let them grow.
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Use of Herbicides





Use of Herbicides
• Spot Spray

• Don’t overspray (avoid the drip)

• Apply to active growing plants

• Spray on a clear, calm day (50 – 80 degrees)

• Don’t apply in rain

• Don’t mow lawns (within 2 days)

• Not to new lawns (5 weeks)









#8) What is the best way to control 
moss?

1) Mow closer to the ground

2) Use moss killer

3) Leave it alone

4) Water less often
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Seedbed preparation

Goal - Control weeds 
and provide firm 
seedbed with just 
enough loose 
surface soil for 
shallow seed 
placement and good 
seed-to-soil contact
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Questions



That’s All Folks!


